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Abstract8

A new type of U-shaped steel-concrete beams (USCB) using L-angle shear connectors was9

recently proposed as an alternative solution for long-span structures. In a specific portal frame10

configuration used in a recent building, the USCB is connected to concrete-filled steel tubular11

columns by welded steel-concrete joints. The behaviour of these joints plays a crucial role in the12

global structural stability of the frame as much as that of the whole building. Due to the composite13

steel-concrete action within the joint, its design is not explicit nor available in design provisions.14

This paper has the objective to investigate the behaviour of this complex joint and propose a15

design model of the joint for practical engineers. An experimental campaign of two full-scale tests16

was carried out in order to determine the moment resisting capacity, the deformation capacity,17

the cracking patterns, and the failure mode of the joint. A finite element model of the test was18

also developed and validated against the experimental results to investigate more closely the load19

transfer mechanism and the propagation of plastification in the components of the joint. The stress20

map obtained from the FE model was afterwards used to define the geometry of the design model21

of the joint. This model was proposed based on the strut-and-tie method for the concrete part and22

the shear panel model for the steel part of the joint. The interesting feature of the design model23

is the inclusion of the load transfer mechanism of the forces between the steel and the concrete24

parts of the joint. Finally, a parametric study on the influence of steel detailing inside the joint25

using the FE model was carried out. It was found out that the initial solution can be simplified26

and optimized.27

Keywords : Strut-and-tie model; beam-to-column composite joint; U-shaped steel-concrete beams; full-scale experimental28

tests; FE simulation; shear panel model.29
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1. Introduction30

Over the past years, different types of composite beams such as an I-profile steel concrete beam31

[1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7], an encased I-profile composite beam [8, 9, 10, 11], a steel sheet-concrete beam [12,32

13], and a U-shaped steel-concrete beam [14, 15, 16, 17] have been proposed in order to achieve the33

challenging architectural demand for long-span structures such as bridges and commercial buildings.34

In a previous investigation by the authors [17, 18], a new configuration of a U-shaped steel-concrete35

beam (USCB) with L-shaped shear connectors was studied. The L-shaped connectors, welded to36

upper flanges of the U-shaped steel beam, also serves as a bracing to maintain the shape of the37

steel cross-section during concrete encasement. In a specific frame configuration [18], the USCB38

is connected to concrete-filled steel tubular columns by composite beam-to-column joints. The39

behaviour of these complex joints plays a crucial role in the global structural stability of the frame40

as much as that of the whole building.41

Conventional beam-to-column joints can be designed following the current norms ([19] for con-42

crete, [20] for steel, and [21] for composite) and the design provisions such as [22]. For typical43

configurations of the joint, current design practices however rely largely on the judgement and44

experience of individual designers, using existing knowledge of reinforced concrete and structural45

steel joint design [23]. The traditional separation between structural steel and reinforced concrete46

design as well as the resulting lack of design guidelines have drawn back from the use of composite47

beam-to-column joints [24]. Further investigations of the joint have been carried out on different48

configurations in order to provide design recommendations to practitioners. For example, Aziz-49

inamimi et al [23] developed a design of though beam connection for high strength concrete infilled50

circular or pipe composite column. Their design method was based on the load-transfer mecha-51

nism, in which the portion of the steel tube between the beam flanges acts as a stiffener, resulting52

in a concrete compression strut which assists the beam web within the joint in carrying shear. Fur-53

thermore, Taoa et al [25] investigated the behaviour of composite joints consisting of concrete-filled54

steel tubular columns, steel beams and through-bolt connections by performing ten experimental55

tests. Fan et al [26] made six tests on the specimens of 3D joints between concrete-filled square56

steel tubular columns and composite steel-concrete beams taking into account the effect of concrete57

∗Corresponding author.
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slab. On the other hand, Park et al [27] performed two experimental tests on full-scale specimens58

of a joint between concrete-filled U-shaped steel beam and RC column to verify the seismic per-59

formance of the connection. Hwang et al [28] carried out three full-scale tests on beam-column60

connection of pre-fabricated steel-reinforced concrete angle columns and concrete-filled U-shaped61

steel beams, and proposed a calculation method. In their method, the joint shear strength was62

contributed by three elements: web shear yielding, direct strut action of the infilled concrete inside63

the U-section, and strut-and-tie action between the concrete outside of the U-section and the band64

plate. However, load-transfer mechanism between the elements was not provided. To the knowl-65

edge of the authors, the behaviour of the joint between the concrete-infilled tubular steel columns66

and the U-shaped steel-concrete beams has not been studied yet in the literature.67

This paper investigates the mechanical behaviour of the particularly complex configuration of68

the composite joint between the CFST column and the novel U-shaped steel-concrete beam. The69

main objective of the study is the development of a design method of this joint for design engineers.70

The use of strut-and-tie model for traditional beam-to-column concrete joint is usually straight-71

forward. However, the extension of the strut-and-tie model in composite joints, particularly the72

complex configuration of the current joint in this paper, is not trivial and requires an experimental73

validation. Two full-scale experimental tests are performed on the joint specimens in order to de-74

termine the moment resisting capacity, the deformation capacity, the damage and cracking pattern,75

and the failure mode of the joint. To gain more insights on the force transfer mechanism between76

the components within the joint, a finite element model is also developed in ABAQUS/Explicit [29]77

and validated against the experimental results. Based on the stress pattern obtained from the FE78

model, a design model is proposed with a detailed design procedure by adopting the conventional79

joint models described in Eurocodes (the strut-and-tie model [19] and the shear panel model [20])80

integrated with the load-transfer mechanism. One of the main features of the design model is the81

inclusion of the load transfer mechanism of the forces between the steel and the concrete parts of82

the joint. The model is also able to apply the know-how engineering models, i. e. strut-and-tie83

model and shear panel model, providing a simple design tool for the practical engineers. Although84

the model is developed for a particular configuration of the joint, the development of the design85

model in this paper provides a clear example of the definition of the stress/strain patterns as well86

as the load-transfer mechanism from the beam to the column and between the steel and concrete87
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parts of the joint. This development could be readily used to adapt to other configurations of88

beam-to-column composite joints.89

2. Experimental program90

2.1. Test setup91

The size of the specimens is chosen to represent the edge part of the frame, which consists of92

a CFST column and a hogging part of the USCB (see [18]). As illustrated in Figs. 1 and 2, the93

test setup consists of a specimen of the joint, a force jack with a capacity of 1500 kN, and a rigid94

supporting system. Rotated by 90o, the specimen is pinned at the end of the column and at the

Figure 1: Test setup.

95

end of the beam. The position of the pin at the end of the beam matches with the location of the96

inflection point of the bending moment diagram in the actual frame.97

Fixed against the rigid reacting wall that serves as a horizontal and vertical support to the98

specimen, the pin at the bottom of the column allows the transferring of normal and shear forces99

while keeping zero bending moment (see Fig. 3). The force jack imposes a horizontal displacement100

to the pin at the beam edge, corresponding to an applied shear force and a zero bending moment.101

These boundary conditions result in a bending moment in the specimen that is similar to the one102

of the actual frame (Fig. 3). To ensure the good distribution of the load on the U-shaped profile103
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Figure 2: Actual photo of the test setup.

and the concrete beam at the load application point, a system of rigid steel element that is fixed to104

the pin and in contact with the concrete slab is added (see Fig. 4) so that the applied shear force105

is distributed to both the steel and the concrete.

Figure 3: Reaction forces on the specimen.

106
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Figure 4: System of rigid steel element for a good contact with the concrete.

2.2. Specimen107

Two specimens (M−
2 and M−

3 ) were fabricated for the experimental tests in this study. Each108

specimen (Fig. 5.a) consists of a composite beam with a cross-section shown in Fig. 5.b, two precast109

slabs, a composite column with a cross-section given in Fig. 5.c, and steel stiffeners placed in the110

joint (Fig. 6):

Figure 5: Dimensions of the test specimen.

111

- 4 L-shape connectors L50×50×5 mm 1 placed and welded on their periphery to the top112

flanges of the U-shaped steel girder with a contact length of 46mm;113

- 3 steel angles L50×50×5 mm 2 welded to the external flange of the column. These steel114

angles are used for redistributing tensile forces from top steel HA20 rebars to the external115
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flange of the column;116

- 6 steel pieces with a dimension of 70×35×15 mm 3 for equilibrating the forces in compres-117

sion in concrete and the steel;118

- 2 stiffener plates L78×70×8mm with a length of 400 mm 4 welded to bottom flanges and119

webs of the U-shaped steel girder close to the hybrid joint in order to strengthen the bottom120

flange and to avoid its buckling;121

- 6 steel pieces with a dimension of 70×35×15 mm 5 , welded to the interior flange of the122

column with V-hole for transferring compressive strut of the concrete to the junction node;123

- A steel piece 6 welded to the inner surface of the column tube at the beam bottom level.124

Figure 6: Components of the steel pieces in the specimen

All other details such as the dimensions and spacing of different components in the specimen are125

provided in the Annex.126

2.3. Material properties127

In order to obtain the actual characteristics of the materials used on the day of experimental128

tests, cylinder concrete tests on three specimens with a dimension of 11×22 cm were carried out for129

the concrete material following the norm NF EN12390-3 [30], whereas one coupon test was made130
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for each steel material following the norm NF EN ISO 6892-1 [31]. The results are summarized131

in Table 1. fcm is the mean value of concrete strength and σcm is its corresponding standard132

deviation, whereas E, fy and fu are the values of the Young modulus, the yield strength and the133

ultimate strength of steel, respectively.

Table 1: Material properties

Test
Concrete Angles Column Beam Rebars (φ20)

fcm

[MPa]

σcm

[MPa]

E

[GPa]

fy

[MPa]

fu

[MPa]

E

[GPa]

fy

[MPa]

fu

[MPa]

E

[GPa]

fy

[MPa]

fu

[MPa]

E

[GPa]

fy

[MPa]

fu

[MPa]

M−
2 31.06 0.47

203 330 471 181 517 535 202 422 503 210 580 640

M−
3 30.72 0.76

134

2.4. Loading protocol and instrumentations135

In the two tests (M−
2 and M−

3 ), three phases of loading and unloading procedure were exerted136

before monotonically applying the load up to the collapse of the specimen:137

- 5 cycles of loading and unloading between 10 kN and 85 kN ;138

- 4 cycles of loading and unloading between 10 kN and 360 kN (value estimated for the service139

limit state design ”SLS”) ;140

- 2 cycles of loading and unloading between 10 kN and 500 kN (value estimated for the ultimate141

limit state design ”ULS”) ;142

- Loading up to collapse of the specimen.143

It is important to note that the estimated load at the ULS was calculated based on an initial design144

model of the joint (see [18]), limiting the stresses at the plastification of the U-shaped profile and145

the rebars. The load at the SLS was grossly estimated to be equal to the value at the ULS divided146

by a coefficient of 1.4.147

In order to obtain the moment-rotation curves and to observe the phenomena in the specimen,148

the following measurements (Fig. 7 and Fig. 8) were installed:149

• Four vertical LVDT sensors under the column’s interior flange with the capacity of 25 mm150

for CV1 and 100 mm for CV2, CV3 and CV4;151
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Figure 7: Vertical and horizontal LVDT sensors

Figure 8: (a). Position of the sections. (b). Positions of strain gauges for U-shaped girder and HA20 rebars.
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• Three horizontal LVDT sensors for the displacements of the beam with the capacity of 100152

mm for CH1 and 300 mm for CH2 and CH3;153

• Eight LVDT sensors CG1 to CG8 (4 at each side) for the relative displacements between the154

concrete and steel (slips) with the capacity of 25 mm;155

• Four LVDT sensors CG9 to CG12 for the separation between the concrete and steel (uplift)156

with the capacity of +/-2.5 mm;157

• Six strain gauges JU1-JU6 for the deformations of the cross-section of the U-shaped girder158

placed in section (1);159

• Eight strain gauges JA1-JA8 for the deformation of the steel rebars : 5 at section (1) (JA1-JA3,160

JA7 et JA8) and 3 gauges at section (2) (JA4-JA6).161

In addition to these analogue measurements, high resolution photo cameras were also installed162

for an analysis using digital image correlation technology (DIC). The measuring areas of the DIC163

are presented in Fig. 9. It should be noted that in the DIC technology, a series of photos is captured

Figure 9: Zone for digital image correlation.

164

during the course of the test at each increment of loading by high resolution cameras. After the165

tests, the photos are processed in order to obtain the strain field using GOM Correlate Professional166

2016 [32].167
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2.5. Results and discussions168

2.5.1. Observations169

The phenomena observed during the test M−
3 are presented below with the help of the force-170

displacement curve, as illustrated in Fig. 10. Horizontal concrete cracks first developed on the

Figure 10: Force-displacement curve for test M−
3 .

171

exterior surface of the concrete slab (zone 2, see Fig. 9) and at the back surface (zone 1, see Fig. 9172

and Fig. 11a) when the loading reached point A, which corresponds to the level of load at service173

limit state (F=360 kN). Later at point B (F=715 kN), a visible uplift between the concrete slab174

and the U-shaped steel girder at the top edge was noticed (Fig. 11b). After that, at point C (F=817175

kN), the initiation of buckling of the compressive flange of the column close to the hybrid joint was176

observed. The maximum load was attained at Point D (F=842 kN); at this point, the buckling177

was also visible in the webs of the column (Fig. 11c). Cracks in the welding between the flange of178

the beam and that of the column were then observed at point E (F=836 kN) (Fig. 11d). At point179

F, it can be deduced from the digital image correlation analysis that the steel has yielded at the180

column’s neck and at the top part of the steel beam (see Fig. 11e). Fig. 12 shows the specimen181

after the test. Similar observations were also obtained during the test M−
2 .182

2.5.2. Analysis of measurements183

With the help from the analogue and digital measurements, the moment-rotation curve for each184

test are determined and presented in Fig. 13. The relative rotation of the joint θ obtained in the185
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beam

slab column

beam

column

beam

steel 
beam

slab

(a). Concrete crack 
(Point A)

(b). Concrete-steel separation 
(Point B)

(d). Necking of column 
flange and welding crack 

(Point E)

(c). Plastic Buckling of 
column webs and flange 

(Point D)

(e). Yielding zones of steel 
(Point F)

Figure 11: Experimental observations.

Figure 12: Specimen after the test.

figure is computed by186

θ = α1 − α2 (1)
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with187

α1 = arctan(
∆V

∆x
) ; α2 = arctan(

∆H

∆y
) (2)

where
∆V

∆x
is the slope of the column at the joint side along column axis (x) and determined using188

sensors CV3 and CV4, whereas
∆H

∆y
is the slope of the beam along the beam axis (y) and determined189

using sensors CH1, CH2 and CH3. In addition, the bending moment is deduced by multiplying the190

force with the distance from column axis to the load application point.191

The maximum rotation of the joints obtained in the two tests are larger than 0.04 rad; the192

joint is thus rather ductile. Based on EN1993-1-8 [20], within the configuration of the AVRIL193

building, it is possible to determine the classification of the joint with respect to its stiffness and194

its resistance. The initial stiffness Sj,ini of the joint and the resisting moment Mj,R can be defined

Figure 13: Moment-rotation curves.

195

by EN 1993-1-8 [20], as described graphically in Fig. 14. Their values obtained from the two tests196

are computed and provided in Table 2. Furthermore, the limits for considering the joint as rigid197

and as pinned are defined, respectively, as198

Srigid =
25EbIb
Lb

=
25 × 210000 × 1.76 × 109

13.45 × 1000
= 272063 kNm/rad (3)

199

Spinned =
0.5EbIb
Lb

=
0.5 × 210000 × 1.76 × 109

13.45 × 1000
= 5441 kNm/rad (4)

By comparing the values obtained in Table 2 and those from Eqs. (3) and (4), the joint must be200

considered as semi-rigid.201
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Figure 14: Initial stiffness (Mj,E < Mj,R) [20].

Table 2: Initial stiffness of the hybrid joint

Tests Mj,R [kNm] Sj,ini [kNm/rad]

M−
2 1235 90113

M−
3 1245 86395

The bending capacity of the beam cross-section with the actual characteristics of the materials202

is 1158 kNm. The maximum value of the bending moment of the joint obtained from the two tests203

is approximately 1235 kNm, calculated using the lever arm equal to the distance from the load204

application point to the column axis. It is therefore possible to conclude that the joint is fully205

resistant.206

Figs. 15a and 15b illustrate the evolution of the slips along the beam axis for tests M−
2 and207

M−
3 , respectively. 0 mm corresponds to the position along the beam axis at the exterior flange208

of the column. The maximum attained load Pu for tests M−
2 and M−

3 are 833 kN and 842 kN,209

respectively. It can be seen from both figures that the slips at the positions closer to the zone of210

the joint are larger while those nearer to the beam edge (near the jack) are approximately zero.211

The distribution of the slips is consistent with the position of the connectors placed along the beam212

axis and with the level of applied bending moment.213

Figs. 16a and 16b show the evolution of the uplifts along the beam axis for tests M−
2 and M −

3 ,214

respectively. Large uplifts are obtained in the zone where the column penetrates into the beam215
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(a) Test M−
2 . (b) Test M−

3 .

Figure 15: Evolution of slips along the beam axis.

(a) Test M−
2 . (b) Test M−

3 .

Figure 16: Evolution of uplifts along the beam axis (Pu = 842 kN).

(between 0 and 400 mm). It is worth mentioning that there were not L-shape connectors in this216

zone.217

Figs. 17a and 17b describe the evolution of the stresses on the rebars HA20 deduced from the218

strain gauge measurements in tests M−
2 and M−

3 , respectively. Only strains gauges (JA1, JA2, JA4,219

JA5 and JA6) for M−
2 and (JA3, JA4 and JA6) for M−

3 are presented in these figures because the220

results obtained from the other strain gauges are erroneous. Since the yield limit is 580 MPa, the221

steel rebars at these locations have not yielded yet.222

Figs. 18a and 18b describe the evolution of the stresses in the U-shaped steel girder obtained223

from the strain gauges for tests M−
2 and M−

3 , respectively. At collapse, the top flanges of the224
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(a) Test M−
2 . (b) Test M−

3 .

Figure 17: Evolution of stresses on rebars HA20.

(a) Test M−
2 . (b) Test M−

3 .

Figure 18: Evolution of stresses on U-shaped steel girder.

U-shaped girder have yielded in test M−
2 (JU1 and JU2, see Fig. 8a), as the yield limit of the steel225

girder is 422 MPa. On the other hand, in test M−
3 the top left flange (JU1) has yielded while226

the other flange (JU2) has almost yielded. The bottom flanges (JU5 and JU6) have also yielded in227

compression for both M−
2 and M−

3 .228

3. Finite element simulation229

A full FE model of the test has been simulated in ABAQUS in order to acquire more information230

for a better understanding of the phenomena inside the specimen and to obtain the internal stress231

maps as well as cracking patterns for developing a design model of the joint. An explicit dynamic232
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analysis is chosen for this study. All the important components in the specimen are included, and233

the model is simulated in half with respect to a symmetric condition. The description of the FE234

model is provided in the following sections.235

3.1. Element type and mesh236

The components in the specimen were modelled using different types of elements. The concrete237

slab, the inside concrete beam (Fig. 19a) were meshed using the solid element type C3D10, a238

10-node quadratic tetrahedral element with 4 integration points. The in-filled concrete column

Figure 19: Meshing and element type.

239

was, on the other hand, modelled by two element types. The top part of the concrete column (Fig.240

19a) with a length of 1 m from the bottom surface of the beam was meshed using element type241

C3D10 whereas element type C3D8R (an 8-node brick element with reduced integration) was used242

for the bottom part (Fig. 19c). Furthermore, shell element type S4R, which is a 4-node doubly243

curved shell with reduced integration, was used for the U-shaped steel girder and the steel tube244

column (Figs. 19b and 19d). Two different element types or mesh sizes were used for the column245
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because a fine mesh is required only in the zone close to the hybrid joint. While the steel rebars246

(Fig. 19j) were modelled by a 2-node beam element B31, the other steel components (Figs. 19e,247

19f, 19g, 19h, and 19k) were meshed by using the element type C3D8R (see Fig. 6 for the location248

inside the specimen). To apply the load on the pin as in the experiment, a rigid block (Fig. 19i)249

was created and meshed using the element type C3D8R.250

3.2. Constraints and contact interactions251

Explicit general contact interaction was used to define the contact behaviour of the concrete252

parts with U-shaped steel girder, steel tube column, and other steel pieces. The contact properties253

were defined by hard contact and friction penalty formulations for the normal and tangential254

behaviour, respectively. For the frictional contact, a friction coefficient of 0.5 was used. Besides,255

tie constraints were adopted for the contacts: between top and bottom parts of the concrete256

column, between top and bottom parts of the steel tube, between stiffener plate and steel pieces257

(Fig. 19h), between the L-shape connectors and the upper flanges of the U-shaped girder, between258

the L angles and the exterior flange of the column, between the rigid block and the cross section of259

the U-shaped girder, as well as between the rigid block and the concrete slab (Fig. 20a). However,

50

5
0

50
3041

(a). (b). (c). 

Figure 20: Tied surfaces.

260

only certain surface areas between the L-shape connectors and the upper flanges of the U-shaped261

girder (Fig. 20b) and between the L angles and the exterior flange of the column (20c) were tied;262
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the rest of these contacts are frictionless. Apart from that, the embedded constraint was applied263

to the rebars placed inside the concrete. At last, all nodes of the rigid block were constrained to a264

reference point using a rigid body constraint.265

3.3. Loading and boundary conditions266

In order to obtain a quasi-static solution in the explicit dynamic analysis, a slow loading rate267

with a smooth amplitude function was applied. Simulating only half of the specimen in a symmetric268

configuration, a proper symmetric boundary condition was applied to selected surfaces and edges269

constraining the displacement in Z-direction as illustrated in Fig. 21. Loading was applied to the270

reference point that governs a rigid displacement of the rigid block through an imposed displacement271

in Y-direction. The reference point was also fixed in all the remaining degrees of freedom except the272

rotations. At the bottom edge of the column (a pin support), a middle edge along the Z-direction273

was created and restrained in all the degrees of freedom except the rotation in the Z-direction.274

Figure 21: Loading and boundary conditions.

3.4. Material models275

A concrete damaged plasticity model, which is available in ABAQUS, was used to model the276

behaviour of the concrete. Default values for the parameters in the model were used except that277

a large value of dilation angle of 52 degrees was adopted to capture the effect of highly confined278
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behaviour of the concrete, in some zones of the joints. A concrete constitutive model presented279

in [33, 17] was adopted. In the model, uni-axial compressive stress-strain and tensile stress-crack280

width curves (Fig. 22) were defined for the nonlinear behaviour of the concrete.281

Figure 22: Constitutive concrete model.

Regarding the material model for steel, actual stress-strain curves obtained from coupon tests282

were used. In ABAQUS, true stress σtrue and true strain εtrue are input in the program. The283

Young’s modulus of these materials are taken from Table 1.284

3.5. Validation of the FE model285

In order to validate the simulation, the results from the finite element model are compared286

with the ones obtained from the experiments. The failure modes and mechanical phenomena287

within the specimen are also investigated. The moment-rotation curves are compared in Fig. 23288

for specimen M−
3 . It can be seen that a good agreement between the two curves was achieved289

although a smaller initial stiffness in the FE model was observed probably due to the fact that290

chemical bonding between the steel and concrete was not included in the simulation.291

Fig. 24 shows the comparison of uplifts (relative vertical displacements between U-shaped steel292

girder and concrete) along the beam axis between the results from FE model and experiment for293

specimen M−
3 obtained at the maximum load. It is shown that the distributions of the uplifts of294

the two results are in good agreement. However, a difference in uplift is found near the applied295

load location because a well constrained loading condition was adopted in the simulation whereas296

it is not the case in the experiment.297

Fig. 25 shows the comparison of slips (relative horizontal displacements between U-shaped298
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Figure 23: Comparison of moment-rotation curves obtained from FE simulation and from experimental test.

Figure 24: Comparison of uplifts obtained from FE simulation and from experimental test.

steel girder and concrete) along the beam axis between the results obtained from FE model and299

experiment for specimen M−
3 at the maximum load. It can be observed that the distribution of the300

slips is similar in both results.301

In addition, the experimental specimens were cut along two planes, as illustrated in Fig. 26,302

in order to see the cracking patterns within the joint. The cutting plane A-A is shown in Fig. 27303

with a side-by-side comparison between the cracking patterns in the specimen (Fig. 27a) and the304

equivalent plastic strain (PEEQ) in the concrete of the FE simulation (Fig. 27b); the scale limit of305
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Figure 25: Comparison of slips obtained from FE simulation and from experimental test.

A

A

B B

30
0

700

Figure 26: Positions of cutting planes of the specimen.

the PEEQ is 5×10−3 in this figure. Most of the cracking patterns in the specimen can be found306

in the plastic strain map of the FE simulation. The crushing of the concrete at the zone where307

the interior flange of the column is buckled (failure mode) is also observed in the FE simulation.308

Fig. 28 shows the zoom version of the cutting plane A-A at the zone of the three steel angles. In309

this figure, the limit of the PEEQ is scaled to 2×10−2 in order to better show the plastic strain310

pattern. A vertical crack is also visualized at the edge of the L-angles. The cutting plane B-B,311

illustrated in Fig. 29, also shows the same comparison. The cracking on the left side aligned with312

the three vertical HA20s is found in both the experiment and the simulation. The strain field on313

the steel part obtained from the DIC in the test is also compared with the strain map obtained in314

the FE simulation, as can be seen in Fig. 30. The yielding zones appear to well resemble in the315

two cases.316
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(a) (b)

Figure 27: Section A-A: (a). Cracking patterns in specimen (b). Plastic strain PEEQ of FE model.

Figure 28: Zoom of section A-A: (a). Cracking patterns in specimen (b). Plastic strain PEEQ of FE model.

(a) (b)

Figure 29: Section B-B: (a). Cracking patterns in specimen (b). Plastic strain PEEQ of FE model.

All in all, the results obtained from the FE model are in good agreement with the experimental317

observations. The FE model is able to reproduce the global behaviours such as moment-rotation318
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Figure 30: Steel part of the joint: (a). Strain field from Digital Image Correlation. (b). Strain map from FE

simulation.

curve, the distribution of the uplifts and the slips, as well as the degradation of the materials319

(cracking and crushing of the concrete as well as yielding of steel) observed in the experimental320

tests. It can then be concluded that the FE model has been well validated against the experimental321

tests.322

The numerical model allows to enhance the experimental observations concerning the propa-323

gation of the material yielding in the specimen. The following information on the yielding order of324

the materials are deduced from the numerical results. The vertical part of the rebars H20 was the325

first to yield. It was then followed by the plastification of the U steel profile at the cross-section326

that is close to the joint (see Fig. 30). The cross-section of the column at the neck is the last to327

yield, leading to the decrease of the load.328

It can also be concluded that the maximum load is limited by the yielding of the cross-section329

of the steel column at the intersection with the beam, whereas some reserves are still available in330

the U-shaped steel profile as well as in the shear steel panel of the joint. It is thus important that331

the design model reproduces these observations.332

4. Proposed design model for the joint333

Whereas the USCB has a composite cross-section, in which steel and concrete contribute sig-334

nificantly to the flexural resistance of the beam, the resistance in the composite column is mainly335

provided by the steel section. As a consequence, the design model of the joint has to take into336

account the transfer of forces between the two materials. It is thus a combination of a model of337
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the reinforced concrete joint and a model of the steel joint with a system of force transfer mecha-338

nisms between both models. The dimensions of the joint model and the distributions of the forces339

between the parts in the joint are determined in the following sections.340

4.1. Dimensions of the model341

Usually, models of beam-to-column joints are limited to the D-region where the beam theory342

is not applicable. As in the test the load is applied close to the end of the D-zone of the beam, the343

model is extended to the whole beam. The positions of the end sections of the model are depicted344

in Fig. 31.

Figure 31: Positions of cross-sections of the joint for the model and its forces.

345

The design model is developed for the maximum force obtained from the FE simulation Pu =346

842 kN . The normal force NEd, the shear force VEd and the bending moment MEd applied to the347

beam section B and to the column section C are reported in Table 3. As the joint is a combination348

of a concrete part and a steel part, it is necessary to determine the distribution of these global349

forces between the concrete and the steel parts of the joint. Since the experimental measurements350

did not provide information on the distribution of the forces between the different materials of the351

cross-sections, it is deduced from the numerical simulation and provided in Fig. 31. In the figure,352
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T and C denote the tensile and the compressive forces, respectively. The subscripts RC, S, C, and353

B stand for reinforced concrete, steel, column and beam.

Table 3: Total forces on the cross-sections

Section C Section B

NEd,C [kN] VEd,C [kN] MEd,C [kNm] NEd,B [kN] VEd,B [kN] MEd,B [kNm]

-842 -414 -950 -414 -842 -328

354

4.2. Model for the reinforced concrete part of the joint355

Strut-and-tie models are usually considered for the design of concrete beam-to-column joints.356

These models are rather simple, and their design provision can be found in design standards, for357

example Eurocode 2 [19]. The forces applied in the beam section are balanced with the forces in358

the column by means of multiple diagonal struts, as shown in Fig. 32. For the particular case of

Figure 32: Frame corner with closing moment for very different depth of beam and column [19].

359

the joint handled in this article, the geometry of the concrete strut-and-tie model is defined based360

on the principal stress map obtained from the FE model as illustrated in Fig. 33. In this figure,361

the struts are represented by dashed lines and the ties by continuous lines. The black arrows are362

the forces applied on the cross-sections of the reinforced concrete, and the blue ones are the forces363

that are transferred from the steel joint. The nodes are numbered from 1 to 14; the struts and the364

ties are notated by Ci−j and Ti−j , connecting node i to node j.365

The justification of the choice for the geometry is given as following:366
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Figure 33: Geometry of the strut-and-tie model deduced from principal stress maps of FE Model.

• The diagonal strut C1−2 is fixed by the application point of the load (node 1) and follows367

the orientation of the large compressive stress;368

• The diagonal struts C3−5, C4−11, C7−9 and C8−9 are positioned at the location where the FE369

model shows apparent large compressive stress patterns. The height of node 3 is fixed by the370

position of steel-concrete L-shape connectors;371

• The FE model brings to light the existence of two diagonal struts, C8−9 and C10−11, within372

the joint. Their geometry is consistent with the limit imposed by Eurocode 2 (tan θ > 0.4).373

The dimensions of the model and the resulting forces in the struts and the ties are given in374

Fig. 34 and Fig. 35, respectively. The following remarks should also be noted:375

• The flexural tensile force generated by the external loads applied to the concrete cannot be376

balanced by the top HA20 rebars. As a consequence, a part of the tensile force is transmitted377

to the upper flanges of the U-shaped beam through shears connectors at nodes 3 and 6, as378

highlighted by blue arrows in Figs. 33, 34 and 35. This explains the existence of the struts379

C3−5, C4−11, C6−11, and C7−9.380

• The tensile force in the vertical part of the HA20 rebars T8−10 is balanced by the HA12 rebars381

T10−12, by the exterior flange of the steel column through the three L-angles, as well as by382
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Figure 34: Dimensions of strut-and-tie model of reinforced conrete joint.

the strut C10−11.383

• The struts C7−9 and C8−9 generate compressive forces onto node 9. These diagonal compres-384

sive forces are balanced by a vertical compressive force in concrete C9−11, the tensile forces385

in stirrups (T9−10) and the horizontal forces transmitted from the steel joint (blue arrows at386

node 9). It must be pointed out that the rebars constituting the tie T9−10 have yielded. In387

the same way, the equilibrium of node 11 is justified by the forces transferred from the steel388

joint.389

• The vertical tie T2−3 (A sum of 5 HA8 stirrups) is not able to resist to all the vertical390

applied force (F=454 kN). A part of it is immediately transmitted to the bottom flange of391

the U-shaped steel beam at node 2 by concrete pressure. It is further detailed in the next392

section.393

In the design model, the tie T8−10 is the first to yield, which corresponds well to the observation394

made in the numerical simulation. The detailed verification of each node of the model is not395

presented here. It can be found in the PhD thesis by Lepourry [34].396
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Figure 35: Forces in the strut-and-tie model.

4.3. Load transfer mechanism between steel and concrete in the joint397

The load transfer between steel and concrete happens in different zones, which are illustrated398

in Fig. 36. A more detailed description of these zones are given as following (see Fig. 37):399

• As already explained, in zone 1, the tensile force in the rebars HA20 is transmitted to the400

outer flange of the column through 3 L-angles (FT,s1 = FT,RC1 = 518 kN). The transferring401

is made through inclined short struts that develop horizontal tensile forces in these zones.402

These tensile forces are not well balanced and cause horizontal cracks in concrete, which were403

observed in the specimen after the experimental tests (Fig. 28a).404

• In zone 2, the L-angles welded to the upper flanges of the U-shaped profile play their role of405

shear connectors to transfer horizontal forces from concrete to upper flanges of the U-shaped406

steel profile (FT,RC2 = FT,s2 = 252 kN).407

• In zone 3, the horizontal components of compressive struts C4−11, C6−11, C7−9 and C8−9 are408

applied to the inner flange of the steel column by contact interfaces between the inner flange409
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Figure 36: Zones of load-transferring between the steel and the concrete.

of the column and those of the concrete.410

• In zone 4, a compressive force is transferred from the concrete to the lower flange of the U411

element through 8 steel pieces welded to 2 steel reinforced angles that are themselves welded412

to the bottom flange of the steel beam.413

• Since in zone 5 most of the compressive force are taken by the interior flange of the steel414

column, only a small portion of this vertical compressive force (FC,s5 = FC,RC5 = 64 kN) is415

transmitted to concrete from steel through the steel piece that is welded to the interior flange416

of the steel column.417

• For zone 6, as mentioned earlier, the applied force of 454 kN is balanced in part by the tie418

T2−3, whereas the rest (FC,s6 = FC,RC6 = 164 kN) is balanced by the U-shaped profile by419

concrete pressure.420

4.4. Model for the steel part of the joint421

The transferring of forces from the concrete to the steel have to be taken into account in the422

model. Fig. 38a illustrates the forces applied to the cross-section of the steel beam and the steel423
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Figure 37: Detail of the load-transferring zones between the steel and the concrete.

column, as well as the ones (orange arrows) added to the steel joint from the concrete part. The424

steel joint model is rather usual : compressive and tensile forces generated by the bending moment425

in the U-shaped profile are balanced by the ones in the steel column through two web panels.426

Resulting forces applied to the two shear panels are given in Fig. 38b.427

The total thickness of each shear panel is 16 mm, because the panel is composed of a web of428

the column with a thickness of 10 mm and a web of the U-shaped steel profile with a thickness of429

6 mm. As the horizontal force (283 kN, see Fig. 38b) is applied to the shear panel, the shear panel430

is subdivided into two sub-panels, as it was also done in [35, 36, 37]. Moreover, the flanges of the431

beam and of the column are not able to withstand the tensile and compressive forces generated by432

the bending moment into the joint. As a consequence, parts of the webs next to the flanges are433
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(a)

(b)

Figure 38: (a). Forces applied on the steel part of the joint. (b). Forces applied to shear panels

considered to take axial stresses. The detailed description of the forces acting in one shear panel434

is given in Fig. 39 by zones. The geometrical description of these zones is given in Fig. 40.

Figure 39: Zones of shear panel.

435
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Figure 40: Dimensions of sub-zones.

5. Propositions for the optimization of the joint.436

The verification of the joint by the design model brought to light the fact that some steel pieces437

placed in the joint that take part in the load-transferring system do not have an optimal behaviour,438

or might be unnecessary. Consequently, this section presents a proposed numerical study onsome

Figure 41: Cases for the parametric study

439

possible modifications. The following three cases are investigated (Fig. 41):440

• For case 1, the L-angles (component 2 in Fig. 6) that are welded to the outer flange of the441

column are replaced by 3 shear headed studs with a diameter of 19 mm and a length of 75442
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mm in order to avoid the concrete cracking presented in Fig. 28a.443

• In case 2, steel pieces (component 5 in Fig. 6) that are welded to the inner flange of the444

column are removed.445

• In case 3, four of 8 steel pieces (component 3 in Fig. 6), two at each side, are removed.446
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Figure 42: A comparison of moment-rotation curves for different cases of study.

Fig. 42 shows a comparison of the moment-rotation curves for the different cases of the study.447

It is observed that the global behaviour of the joint changes only slightly for cases 2 and 3. Conse-448

quently, component 3 may be simplified and component 5 could be removed. However, in case449

1, the stiffness as well as the ultimate bending moment are significantly smaller than those in the450

case of the initial configuration with L-angles. The numerical simulation therefore suggests that451

the headed shear studs are less efficient than the L-angles in transferring the forces from the HA20452

rebars to the exterior flange of the steel column. However, these conclusions should be considered453

with caution, and experimental validation is needed.454

6. Conclusion455

This paper presents a study on the behaviour of the joint between a concrete-filled steel tubular456

column and a U-shaped steel concrete beam. Two full-scale experimental tests of the joint have457
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been carried out in order to determine the moment resisting capacity, the deformation capacity,458

the cracking patterns, and the failure mode of the joint. In order to obtain the understanding459

of the load-transfer mechanism between the steel and concrete parts of the joint, a detailed FE460

simulation of the joint has also been performed in ABAQUS/Explicit and validated against the461

experimental data. On the basis of the result of the simulation, a practical design method has been462

developed using the strut-and-tie model for concrete part and shear panel model for the steel part463

of the joint, while taking into account a comprehensive load-transfer mechanism between the two464

parts. From this study, the following outcomes can be extracted:465

– The test results show that the failure mode of the studied configuration of the joint specimen466

was governed by the buckling of the compressive flange of the column tube close to the joint.467

This indicates that the strong column - weak beam criterion was not followed. However,468

the design of the tested joint is adequate as the joint has sufficient stiffness for service loads469

and high ductility at failure for ultimate loads. Based on EN1993-1-8, the tested joint is470

semi-rigid, ductile, and fully resistant.471

– The FE simulation of the test has been successfully performed and well validated against472

the experimental observations. The result of the FE simulation match with most of the473

phenomena observed in the experiment such as the cracking pattern of the damaged specimen,474

the buckling of the compressive flange of the column tube, the crushing of the concrete at the475

zone of buckled flange of the column tube, and the yielding zone of the steel tube as well as476

of the U-shaped steel profile. The global behaviours of the joint such as the moment-rotation477

curves and the distribution of slips and uplifts obtained from the simulation also agree well478

with the ones obtained from the experiment.479

– The design model of the joint includes the sophisticated load-transfer mechanism between the480

steel and the concrete parts of the joint deduced from the FE simulation. For the concrete481

model of the joint, the geometry of the strut-and-tie model was not chosen based on opinions,482

but deduced from the stress map obtained from the simulation. The shear panel model of the483

steel part consists of two sub-panels for equilibrium. Furthermore, the flanges and portions484

of webs close to them are considered to handle the axial stresses. The validity of the design485

model can be assessed by the confirmation of the yielding of the steel beam and the steel486
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column in the steel model of the joint as well as the yielding of the ties (rebars) in the concrete487

model of the joint, which are the observations found in the numerical simulation. From these488

validations, one can conclude that the classical strut-and-tie method remains applicable for489

the concrete part of the joint, that the shear panel model stands pertinent for the steel part490

of the joint, and that it is possible to combine the two models for the composite joint using491

an appropriate load-transfer mechanism.492

– The parametric study of the FE simulation demonstrates that the detail of the steel stiffeners493

placed inside the joint to transfer the forces can be optimised.494

In the future, it is interesting to confirm the result of the parametric study by performing exper-495

imental tests on the optimised configurations of the joint. Furthermore, the current configuration496

of the joint can be improved to follow the strong column-weak beam criterion, for tall structures497

under seismic loading. In such a case, it is interesting to conduct further experimental tests using498

reversed cyclic loading to investigate the cyclic behaviour of the joint.499
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ANNEX 1574

Figure 43: Detailed plan of steel pieces.
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Figure 44: Dimensions of steel pieces.
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Figure 45: Detail of steel beam and steel column.
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ANNEX 2575

Figure 46: Detailed plan of reinforcement in the joint.
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Figure 47: Details of sections.
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